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Emerging viruses

• An emerging virus is the causative agent of a 
new or previously unknown infection.

• The term became popular in 1990s, but in 
general emerging viruses are not new.

• New infectious agents have swarm human 
populations since the rise of agriculture, 
11,000 years ago, when the concentration of 
people in a single place increased greatly. 



Emerging viral diseases have had a deep 
socio-economic impact in the 

story of the world.  



What are the causes of an 
emerging infection?

• Changes in the host-range of a virus, causing a 
disease not previously obvious .

• Transmission of a  virus from wild or 
domesticated animals to humans (zoonosis).



Zoonosis
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Factors that favor the surge of emerging 
infectious diseases 

OverpopulationEnvironmental Changes

Deforestation

Deforestation

GlobalizationOverpopulation





How does zoonosis happen???



Bats are important  reservoirs of viruses

Mosquitoes excellent virus vectors



First outbreak, Malaysia, 1998

-Outbreak of respiratory and 
neurological disease in a pig farm.

-105 human deaths, one million pigs culled

Nipah Virus

-Bats excrete virus in urine but are 
unaffected

-Pig farmers plant mango trees near pigpen
-Pigs spread the infection to humans
-Human to human transmission,

infections continue



Ebola virus



Arboviruses:
Arthropod
borne
viruses

Mosquitos and ticks
are the main vectors

Aedes aegypti,
Aedes albopictus



Aedes geographic distribution



Symptoms are
very similar



Microcephaly

Guillain-Barré
syndrome

The current Zika virus outbreak
has been declared a Public 
Health Emergency of 
International Concern (PHEIC) 
by the WHO  (Feb 2016). 
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Take home messages
We can protect ourselves, and our families

-Apply vaccines when available
-Extreme hygienic precautions
-Prevent close contact with wild animals
-Avoid mosquito bites
-Use common sense!



Prevention!!!



GraciasGracias
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